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**Hi Friends**

This month marks the 80th anniversary of “Body and Soul.” Originally written for and recorded by Gertrude Lawrence, “Body and Soul” is one of the most beloved classic standards. Originally written for and recorded by Gertrude Lawrence, “Body and Soul” soon emerged as a hit tune and in time grew into one of the most beloved great standards. This month marks the 80th anniversary of “Body and Soul.” Originally written for and recorded by Gertrude Lawrence, “Body and Soul” soon emerged as a hit tune and in time grew into one of the most beloved great standards. This month marks the 80th anniversary of “Body and Soul.”
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Ray Vega & Thomas Marriott: East-West Trumpet Summit (OJC)
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**Carl Fontana**

trombone playing.

Berlin Stan Kenton air check, this is required listening for anyone who loves modern jazz making a melody for the squares. I wasn’t making notes all the way. I wasn’t

**Steve Turre**

Delicious and Delightful (High Note). As usual, the latest entry in trombonist Steve Turre’s ever-expanding, never disappointing discography sets the bar for all contemporary jazz trombonists — make that all contemporary jazz players,
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